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Abstract
Background People living with HIV (PLWH) are aging and experience age-related physiological changes and comorbidities.
Atorvastatin is a widely prescribed lipid-lowering agent metabolized by cytochrome P450 (CYP) 3A4, whose hepatocyte
uptake is facilitated by organic anion transporting polypeptide (OATP) 1B1/1B3. Inhibition or induction of this enzyme and
hepatic transporter can increase or decrease atorvastatin exposure, respectively.
Objective This study aimed to describe the pharmacokinetic profile of atorvastatin and its major metabolite, and to evaluate
drug–drug interactions (DDIs) with antiretrovirals (ARVs).
Methods The atorvastatin pharmacokinetic profile was best described by a two-compartment model with first-order absorption and elimination. Metabolite concentrations were described by considering both linear metabolism from atorvastatin and
presystemic metabolism. The influence of demographic and clinical covariates on drug and metabolite pharmacokinetics
was assessed using N
 ONMEM®. Model-based simulations were performed to evaluate the magnitude of DDIs with ARVs.
Results Full pharmacokinetic profiles (98 atorvastatin + 62 o-OH-atorvastatin concentrations) and sparse concentrations
(78 and 53 for atorvastatin and o-OH-atorvastatin, respectively) were collected in 59 PLWH. Interindividual variability was
high. The coadministration of boosted ARVs decreased atorvastatin clearance by 58% and slowed down o-OH-atorvastatin
formation by 88%. Atorvastatin clearance increased by 78% when coadministered with CYP3A4 inducers. Simulations
revealed a 180% increase and 44% decrease in atorvastatin exposure (area under the curve) in the presence of ARVs with
inhibiting and inducing properties, respectively.
Conclusion This study showed an important interindividual variability in atorvastatin pharmacokinetics that remains largely
unexplained after the inclusion of covariates. Since boosted ARVs double atorvastatin exposure, the initial dosage might be
reduced by half, and titrated based on individual clinical targets.

1 Introduction
People living with HIV (PLWH) live longer and experience
age-related physiological changes and comorbidities, notably cardiovascular diseases. Polypharmacy is frequent in
elderly PLWH, leading to an increased risk for drug–drug
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interactions (DDIs), which may harm this vulnerable population. Antiretroviral drugs (ARVs) are among the therapeutic
agents with the highest potential for DDIs. Protease inhibitors (PIs) and non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs) can indeed inhibit and/or induce cytochrome
P450 (CYP) isoforms [1] as well as drug transporters [2].
Atorvastatin is a widely prescribed lipid-lowering agent
that undergoes extensive first-pass metabolism [3]. It is
predominantly metabolized by CYP3A4 into two active
metabolites: the major ortho-hydroxy atorvastatin (o-OHatorvastatin) and the minor para-hydroxy atorvastatin
(p-OH-atorvastatin). Both atorvastatin and its active metabolites can undergo lactonization and thus exist in equilibrium
with their respective inactive lactone forms. A study has
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Key Points
Our findings highlight the high variability in atorvastatin
pharmacokinetics, which is partially explained by drug–
drug interactions with antiretroviral (ARV) treatments.
Simulations revealed a 180% increase and 44% decrease
in atorvastatin exposure (area under the curve) in the
presence of ARVs with inhibiting and inducing properties, respectively.
The present model provides a rationale for the selection
of initial atorvastatin dosage, taking into account the
associated ARV regimen.
suggested that most of the acid metabolites present in human
plasma results from an interconversion of lactone metabolites [4]. It has been reported that about 70% of the HMGCoA reductase inhibition is attributable to o-OH-atorvastatin
and p-OH-atorvastatin, while the lactone forms are inactive
[3]. Nevertheless, the latter may be incriminated for statininduced myotoxicity [5, 6].
Importantly, the organic anion transporting polypeptide
(OATP1B1/1B3) facilitates the entry of atorvastatin in the
liver (i.e. the site of action) [7]. PIs inhibit OATP1B1 in
addition to CYP3A4 and are therefore expected to substantially increase atorvastatin exposure, both by inhibiting
the entry of the statin in the liver and by further inhibiting
its biotransformation. According to the summary of product characteristics, atorvastatin exposure could increase
by three- to fourfold in the presence of ritonavir-boosted
darunavir [8]. This interaction can lead to serious adverse
effects, such as rhabdomyolysis [9]. The current recommendations indicate to initiate atorvastatin at a low dosage in
the presence of boosted darunavir and not to exceed a daily
dose of 20 mg. However, formal DDI studies have not been
performed, particularly in the elderly, leading to a lack of
knowledge on the magnitude of DDIs.
To date, several studies have evaluated the factors influencing atorvastatin pharmacokinetics (PK). The effect of age
is controversial, with some authors reporting an age-related
increase in atorvastatin exposure [10–12], while others did
not find any significant influence [13, 14]. One non-compartmental PK study showed an effect of sex (11% decrease
in area under the curve [AUC] in women) on atorvastatin
disposition [11]. Moreover, population PK studies indicate a
body weight-related decrease in atorvastatin clearance [13],
an influence of liver enzymes (aspartate aminotransferase
[AST] and lactate dehydrogenase) on atorvastatin disposition [14, 15], and an effect of polymorphisms in the intestinal breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP) on atorvastatin
bioavailability [16]. However, to our knowledge, no study
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investigated the effect of ARVs on atorvastatin disposition
in a real-life setting.
The aims of this observational study were to develop a
population PK model for atorvastatin and its major active
metabolite in aging PLWH, and to quantify the effect of
ARVs and other covariates on their disposition.

2 Material and Methods
2.1 Data Collection
Full PK investigations were performed in the framework of
a study evaluating DDIs in PLWH enrolled in the Swiss
HIV Cohort Study (SHCS), as described elsewhere [17].
All study participants gave written informed consent before
entering the study. The study protocol was reviewed and
approved by the Ethics Committee of Vaud and northwest/
central Switzerland (CER-VD 2018-00369) and registered
in ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03515772). In addition, sparse
plasma samples were collected at the patient’s biannual
cohort visits (SHCS project #815), at unselected times after
the last drug intake. Undetectable atorvastatin plasma levels
during the SHCS follow-up visits, suggestive of non-adherence to treatment, were excluded from the analysis. In addition, samples with non-reliable time information (i.e. time
of blood sampling or last dose intake) were excluded from
the analysis. Information on concurrent comedications (HIV
and non-HIV medications), bodyweight, sex, age and liver
function tests (AST and alanine aminotransferase [ALT])
were also available.

2.2 Analytical Method
Blood samples were collected in EDTA-containing tubes,
immediately placed at + 4 °C. Shortly afterwards, blood
samples were centrifuged and the plasma was stored at
− 80 °C until analysis. Atorvastatin, o-OH-atorvastatin
and p-OH-atorvastatin concentrations were determined by
ultra-high-performance liquid chromatography coupled
with tandem mass spectrometry (UHPLC–MS/MS) using
a multiplex method developed and validated purposely for
this research project [18]. The assay showed appropriate
repeatability and intermediate precision for the quantification of atorvastatin and its two active metabolites o-OHatorvastatin and p-OH-atorvastatin (coefficient of variation
[CV] 2.1–13.4% and 4.2–13.4%, respectively) and trueness
(98.4–110.8%). Lower limits of quantification (LLOQs)
were 0.3 ng/mL for atorvastatin and p-OH-atorvastatin, and
0.5 ng/mL for o-OH-atorvastatin. In addition, darunavir and
ritonavir plasma concentrations were measured using previously published LC-MS/MS methodology [19].
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2.3 Model‑Based Pharmacokinetic Analysis
Population PK analyses were performed using the nonlinear mixed-effect modeling ( NONMEM®) program (version 7.4.2, ICON Development Solutions, Ellicott City,
MD, USA). PsN v4.2.0 was used for automation of various
model development and evaluation methods, Pirana v2.9.2
was used to structure and document model development, and
R v3.6.1 (1.2.1335) was used for data management, statistical analysis and graphical output [20, 21].
2.3.1 Base Model
Since a substantial proportion (42%) of p-OH-atorvastatin
concentrations were below the LLOQ (BQL), population PK
modeling was pursued for atorvastatin and its major measurable active metabolite o-OH-atorvastatin. o-OH-atorvastatin
concentrations were mainly BQL over the full PK (i.e. ‘rich’)
investigations and were distributed throughout the dosing
interval. The population PK analysis was first performed
using the samples collected during the full PK investigations
for the parent atorvastatin, and subsequently using all available samples for the parent atorvastatin and the metabolite,
assuming linear metabolism and integrating the first-pass
effect of atorvastatin. Administered doses, atorvastatin and
o-OH-atorvastatin plasma concentrations were converted
into nanomoles (nmol) and nanomoles per liter (nmol/L),
respectively, for the analyses of drug and metabolite data.
Pharmacodynamic properties of atorvastatin and its active
metabolites are generally considered equivalent [22] and the
sum of both substances was defined as the ‘active moiety’.
With the exception of PLWH who reported missing atorvastatin doses during the last week before their blood intake,
steady state was assumed for all PLWH.
A stepwise procedure was used to find the model that
adequately fitted the data. The two-compartment model for
atorvastatin, with an additional compartment for o-OHatorvastatin, schematically depicted in Fig. 2, was finally
retained for data description. Presystemic metabolism was
modeled by estimating a proportional coefficient ( FRator-oOH)
between total atorvastatin and o-OH-atorvastatin absorption
rate constants (ka). This parameter allowed the description of
atorvastatin presystemic metabolism by both considering the
fraction of the dose directly converted into metabolite and
by adjusting the o-OH-atorvastatin ka. The total ka was fixed
to the value estimated during the analysis of rich parent PK
data (2.59 h−1), and (1 − FRator-oOH) × ka and F
 Rator-oOH × ka
are the atorvastatin and o-OH-atorvastatin ka—k12 and k13,
respectively. Owing to identifiability problems, both compounds were assumed to have the same apparent volume
of distribution. Since atorvastatin was administered orally,
apparent PK parameters were estimated. Exponential errors
were used to describe between-subject variability for all
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PK parameters, with the exception of FRator-oOH. Individual
 Rator-oOH were constrained to vary between 0 and 1 by using
F
the logit of F
 Rator-oOH, and its interindividual variability was
calculated as previously reported [23, 24]. Finally, several
error models (i.e. proportional, additive and mixed) were
compared to describe the residual variability for both drug
and metabolite. The correlation between atorvastatin and its
metabolite concentration measurements was tested using the
L2 function in NONMEM®.
2.3.2 Covariate Model
The analysis of each covariate was sequentially examined
using a stepwise insertion/deletion approach. First, correlation between post hoc individual estimates of the PK parameters and the covariates of interest were visually inspected.
Potentially influential covariates were then incorporated
sequentially into the model using linear or non-linear functions as appropriate. Categorical variables (sex and comedications, classified as the presence or absence of a boosted
regimen or CYP3A4 inducers [25]) were coded as 0 and 1,
and continuous covariates (age, weight, AST and ALT) were
centered on their median value. Missing values for weight,
AST and ALT were imputed to the population median value.
Darunavir and ritonavir area under the concentration-time
curves from zero to 24 h (AUC24) were calculated using
previously published population PK models [26]. Non-competitive interaction models including darunavir and ritonavir AUC24 on CLator and FRator-oOH were tested using linear,
power or exponential functions.
2.3.3 Model Selection and Parameter Estimation
Atorvastatin and metabolite concentrations were fitted
by using the first-order conditional method (FOCE) with
interaction using the ADVAN5 subroutine. BQL plasma
levels for sparse data were excluded from the analysis.
BQL concentrations for rich PK data were treated using the
M6 approach, replacing BQL by LLOQ/2 at the first BQL
observation and ignoring the following ones [27, 28]. The
model was selected based on the likelihood ratio test (based
on the reduction of the objective function value [ΔOFV]),
visual inspection of diagnostic plots, and evaluation of estimates of population fixed and random parameters, along
with their precision. Since an ΔOFV between two models
approximates a Chi-square distribution, a decrease in the
OFV > 3.84 (p < 0.05) for one additional parameter was considered statistically significant in the model building and
the forward inclusion of covariates. During the backward
deletion step, a covariate was retained in the final multivariate model if its deletion from the full model led to a 6.63point increase in the objective function (p < 0.01, 1 degree
of freedom).
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2.4 Model Evaluation
A sensitivity analysis was carried out to assess the possible
leverage effect on significant covariates due to potential outlier concentrations. Population parameters obtained when
excluding data were compared with those obtained using
the full dataset. In addition, 2000 datasets were generated
by resampling from the original dataset for the evaluation
of the final model by the bootstrap method implemented in
PsN [20]. Stratification was based on the presence of boosted
ARVs, CYP3A4 inducers and on rich PK sampling. Mean
parameter values with their 95% confidence intervals (CI95%)
were compared with the original model estimates. Finally,
prediction- and variability-corrected visual predictive checks
(pvcVPCs) were also performed on the final PK model with
variability using the PsN-Toolkit and the R package Xpose4,
to visually compare observed concentrations with 5th, 50th
and 95th prediction percentiles [20, 29, 30].

2.5 Model‑Based Simulations
Simulations of 1000 individuals with different ARV regimens based on the final model with between-subject variability were conducted to derive the average AUC24 with
95% prediction intervals ( PI95%) for atorvastatin, o-OHatorvastatin and the active moiety (AUCator, AUCo-OH,
AUCactive moiety = AUCator + AUCo-OH).

3 Results
3.1 Data
Nine PLWH contributed to 98 atorvastatin and 62 o-OHatorvastatin plasma concentrations collected in a rich sampling design. In addition, 78 sparse atorvastatin and 53
sparse o-OH-atorvastatin concentrations from 55 PLWH
were included in the analysis. Overall, 176 atorvastatin and
115 o-OH-atorvastatin plasma concentrations were available from 59 PLWH who were receiving atorvastatin at
a dose ranging from 5 to 40 mg once daily. Characteristics of the study population are presented in Table 1. The
median (range) of samples available per study individual
was 11 (10–11) for PLWH included in the full PK study,
and 1 (1–2) for PLWH whose samples were collected during
the SHCS follow-up visits. Plasma concentration measurements varied from 0.3 to 106 ng/mL (0.5–190 nmol/L), and
from 0.5 to 24 ng/mL (0.9–42 nmol/L), for atorvastatin and
o-OH-atorvastatin, respectively. None of the atorvastatin
concentrations and 38% (n = 69) of o-OH-atorvastatin levels were below their respective LLOQs. Figure 1 represents
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concentration-time profiles for atorvastatin and o-OH-atorvastatin according to concurrent ARV drugs.
In addition, darunavir and ritonavir plasma concentrations
were available for PLWH receiving such ARV regimens concomitantly to atorvastatin.

3.2 Base and Covariate Model
Atorvastatin full PK profiles were best described by a twocompartment model with first-order absorption and elimination. The addition of a second compartment to describe
atorvastatin disposition significantly improved the fit (variation in OFV, ∆OFV = − 113; p < 0.001) and the individual
plots of rich PK data. The ka was estimated at 2.59 h−1 and
was fixed to this value for subsequent model development
to allow precise estimation of the other model parameters
during the analysis of the full dataset. The model presented
in Fig. 2 adequately described atorvastatin and o-OH-atorvastatin data. The inclusion of the factor F
 Rator-oOH describing presytemic metabolism of atorvastatin improved the
description of the data. Residual variabilities on atorvastatin and o-OH-atorvastatin were satisfactorily described
using proportional and mixed-error models, respectively.
The additive part of the metabolite error model was estimated at 0.44 nmol/L. Parameter estimates and betweensubject variability (CV%) of the base PK model were a ka
fixed to 2.59 h−1 (239%), an F
 Rator-oOH of 11% (131%), an
atorvastatin clearance (CLator) of 204 L/h (94%), a central
volume of distribution of atorvastatin and o-OH-atorvastatin
(Vcator=Vcmet) of 3170 L (137%), a peripheral volume of distribution (Vpator) of 591 L, an intercompartmental clearance
(Q) of 104 L/h, a metabolic rate constant (k23) of 0.0096 h−1,
and a metabolite clearance (CLo-OH-ator) of 118 L/h. Drug
and metabolite concentrations were found to be correlated
(59%).
Due to substantial eta shrinkage on FRator-oOH (46%) in
the base model, the graphic exploration was interpreted cautiously between the parameter estimate and covariates. Since
visual inspection of exploratory plots did not reveal an effect
of sex, weight, AST and ALT on atorvastatin and o-OH-atorvastatin PK, these covariates were not tested in the model.
The coadministration of boosted ARVs decreased atorvastatin clearance by 58% and logit(FRator-oOH) by 225%
(ΔOFV < − 26; p < 0.001). Consequently, o-OH-atorvastatin
was formed 88% slower in the presence of boosted ARVs
than in the absence of such a regimen. Atorvastatin clearance increased by 78% in PLWH receiving CYP3A4 inducers (ΔOFV = − 21; p < 0.001). The inclusion of covariates
decreased original between-subject variability on CLator and
FRator-oOH, by 34 and 46%, respectively. Aging did not significantly influence F
 Rator-oOH or C
 Lator and was not retained
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Table 1  Demographic and clinical characteristics of the study population
Patient characteristics [n = 59]

Median [IQR] or n (%)

Age, years
Male sex
Body weight, kg
Missing data
ALT, IU/L
Missing data
AST, IU/L
Missing data
HDL-cholesterol, mmol/L
Missing data
LDL-cholesterol, mmol/L
Missing data
Triglycerides, mmol/L
Missing data
Comedications (n = 176)a
Ritonavir-boosted darunavirb
Cobicistat-boosted darunavirb
Ritonavir-boosted atazanavirb
Cobicistat-boosted elvitegravirb
Efavirenzc
Etravirinec
Nevirapined
Rilpivirine
Dolutegravir
Raltegravir
Verapamilb

64 [58–71]
46 (78)
73 [65–84]
3 (5)
27 [21–37]
6 (10)
27 [22–32]
6 (10)
1 [1–2]
6 (10)
3 [3–4]
5 (8)
2 [1–3]
7 (12)
n (%)
50 (28)
24 (14)
2 (1)
2 (1)
12 (7)
29 (17)
4 (2)
2 (1)
80 (46)
26 (15)
2 (1)

ALT aspartate aminotransferase, AST alanine aminotransferase, HDL
high-density lipoprotein, IQR interquartile range, LDL low-density
lipoprotein, CYP cytochrome P450, OATP organic anion transporting
polypeptide
a

Values are reported according to the number of atorvastatin plasma
concentrations

b
c
d

Strong CYP3A4 and OATP1B1 inhibitors
Strong CYP3A4 inducers
Moderate CYP3A4 inducers [25]

in the final model (ΔOFV > − 0.4; p > 0.1). The parameter
estimates of the final model and their precisions are presented in Table 2. Interaction models integrating darunavir
 Rator-oOH
or ritonavir AUC24 on atorvastatin clearance or F
did not improve the description of the data. Diagnostic plots
for the final model are shown in electronic supplementary
Fig. S1. While the model seemed to adequately describe the
absorption phase, a bias remained for very high atorvastatin
concentrations, as shown on the observed concentrations
versus population predictions plot. This bias was entirely
due to a single individual, who was the only one treated
with ritonavir-boosted darunavir concomitantly with atorvastatin at a dose of 40 mg once daily. Reassuringly, this
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extremely high atorvastatin dose is not recommended by
the US product label of darunavir in patients treated with
ritonavir-boosted darunavir and is therefore not expected to
be usually encountered in clinical practice.

3.3 Model Evaluation
The sensitivity analysis performed while removing one individual with extremely high atorvastatin concentrations (11
blood samplings) did not reveal any significant influence on
the estimated PK parameters, but the effect of boosted regimens on the logit(FRator-oOH) parameter decreased by 15%.
o-OH-atorvastatin was formed 83% slower in the presence of
boosted ARVs than in the absence of such a regimen when
removing this individual. This effect was not considered significantly different compared with the results obtained with
the full dataset (the o-OH-atorvastatin formation rate was
reduced by 88% in the presence of boosted ARVs) and this
individual was therefore maintained in the dataset.
The final model parameters, together with their bootstrap
estimations, are displayed in Table 2. The model was considered reliable since the parameters were within the bootstrap
CI95% and differed less than 9% from the bootstrap estimations, with the exception of between-subject variability on
ka and F
 Rator-oOH, which were 13% and 25%, respectively.
CI95% of the peripheral volume was very large, despite good
precision of its estimate (27%). In addition, while the bootstrap was stratified by rich sampling data, including several
drug concentrations in the absorption phase, CI95% of the
between-subject variability on the ka remains very wide.
This reflects the difficulty of the model in accurately describing the highly variable absorption phase.
Finally, predictive performance of the model was supported by the results of the pvcVPCs (Fig. 3).

3.4 Simulations
Model-based simulations were performed to estimate
and compare AUCator, AUCo-OH and the sum of both, the
AUCactive moiety, for individuals receiving atorvastatin 10 mg
with different ARV regimens (Fig. 4). The simulated average
AUCator indicated a 180% increase in atorvastatin exposure
in PLWH receiving boosted ARVs compared with those
receiving ARVs devoid of interaction potential with atorvastatin. Conversely, AUCo-OH decreased by 12% in PLWH
treated with boosted regimens. In total, AUCactive moiety
increased by 110% in PLWH receiving boosted ARVs
compared with PLHW receiving ARVs without interaction
potential. Following coadministration of CYPA4 inducers, AUCator and AUCactive moiety decreased by 44 and 31%,
respectively, compared with PLWH receiving non-interacting ARV treatments.
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Fig. 1  Observed atorvastatin (left) and o-OH-atorvastatin concentrations (right) [log-scale] versus time after dose. Concentrations were
standardized for a daily dose of 10 mg. Concentrations for PLWH
receiving neither CYP3A4 inhibitors nor CYP3A4 inducers (grey circles), or receiving boosted ARVs (yellow squares) or strong CYP3A4

inducers (blue triangles) are shown. Plasma drug concentrations of
PLWH who participated in the pharmacokinetic study with rich sampling are joined by black lines. PLWH people living with HIV, CYP
cytochrome P450, ARVs antiretrovirals

k20= CLator/Vcator-k23

k12 = (1-FRator-oOH)*ka
Depot
k13 = FRator-oOH*ka

Q

Atorvastan
(Vcator)

Atorvastan
(Vpator)

k23

o-OH-atorvastan
(Vcmet = Vcator)

k30= CLo-OH-ator/Vcator

Fig. 2  Compartmental model used to describe atorvastatin and o-OHatorvastatin plasma concentration-time profiles. k12 absorption rate
constant from depot to the atorvastatin compartment, k13 absorption
rate constant from depot to the o-OH-atorvastatin compartment, ka
total absorption rate constant, FRator-oOH proportional coefficient
between total atorvastatin and o-OH-atorvastatin absorption rate con-

stants, k20 atorvastatin elimination rate constant, k30 o-OH-atorvastatin elimination rate constant, CLator apparent atorvastatin clearance,
CLo-OH-ator apparent o-OH-atorvastatin clearance, Vcator apparent
atorvastatin volume of distribution, Vcmet apparent o-OH-atorvastatin
volume of distribution, Vpator peripheral atorvastatin volume of distribution, Q intercompartmental clearance

In PLWH receiving both boosted regimens and CYP3A4
inducers, AUCator and AUCactive moiety increased by 61 and
21%, respectively.

Although parameter estimates widely differ between published population PK analyses, the reported PK parameters
estimated in the present study were generally in fair concordance with overall reported values [13, 14].
The present model revealed large interindividual variability in atorvastatin PK, notably during the absorption phase,
known to be affected by multiple factors. First, food has been
reported to decrease atorvastatin peak concentration (Cmax)
and increase time to Cmax (Tmax) [3]. Although all full PK
samples were obtained under standardized conditions, this

4 Discussion
Our study provides a description of the population PK profile of atorvastatin and o-OH-atorvastatin, and quantifies
the magnitude of DDIs with ARVs in real-life situations.
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Table 2  Parameter estimates of
the final atorvastatin and o-OHatorvastatin pharmacokinetic
model and bootstrap results

Parameters

−1 b

ka (h )
ωka (CV%)
Logit FRator-oOH
𝜔logitFRator-oOH (CV%)
θboosted ARVs
CLator (L/h)
ωCLator (CV%)
θboosted ARVs
θCYP3A4 inducers
Vcator=Vcmet (L)
ωVcator (CV%)
Vpator (L)
Q (L/h)
k23 (h−1)
CLo-OH-ator (L/h)
σator, prop (CV%)
σo-OH-ator, prop (CV%)
σo-OH-ator, add (nmol/L)
Correlation ator/o-OH-ator
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Final model

Bootstrap (n = 2000 samples)

Estimate

RSE (%)

2.59 FIX
246
− 1.56
70
− 2.25
230
63
− 0.58
0.78
2910
131
617
98
0.0072
116
38
28
41
66

29
10
16
28
12
17
9
39
33
10
27
14
14
10
22
16
51
18

a

Median

CI95%

214
− 1.52
62
− 2.27
233
61
− 0.58
0.76
2902
127
676
92
0.0075
117
37
28
41
69

25 to 2103
− 2.2 to − 1.0
25 to 92
− 7.9 to − 0.9
162 to 312
37 to 84
− 0.7 to − 0.4
0.05 to 1.30
1215 to 6023
87 to 173
322 to 11,687
40 to 428
0.0035 to 0.019
62 to 196
30 to 46
22 to 34
4 to 60
47 to 77

Final model: T
 VCLator = 230 × (1 − 0.58 × boosted ARVs) × (1 + 0.78 × CYP3A4 inducers)

TVLogit(FRator-oOH) = − 1.56 − 2.25 × boosted ARVs

ka first-order absorption rate constant, ω between-subject variability reported as CV (%), LogitFRator-oOH
logit transformation of proportional coefficient between total atorvastatin and o-OH-atorvastatin absorption rate constants, CLator mean apparent atorvastatin clearance, Vcator=Vcmet mean apparent atorvastatin
and o-OH-atorvastatin volume of distribution, Vpator mean peripheral atorvastatin volume of distribution,
Q intercompartmental clearance, k23 metabolic rate constant, CLo-OH-ator mean apparent o-OH-atorvastatin
clearance, CI95% 95% confidence interval, CYP cytochrome P450, CV coefficient of variation, RSE relative
standard error, SE standard error
a

b

Defined as SE/estimate, and expressed as percentages
Based on preliminary analysis of atorvastatin rich pharmacokinetic data

parameter was not controlled for samples collected during
the follow-up visits. Since, atorvastatin is exposed to intestinal CYP3A4 during the absorption phase, CYP3A4 inhibitors and inducers may further contribute to the observed
important variability in this parameter. In our PK model, this
has been captured by integrating the effect of boosted regimens (all CYP3A4 inhibitors) on the absorption parameter
FRator-oOH. Finally, several transporters are involved in the
disposition of atorvastatin and its metabolites. Genetic polymorphisms can affect the intrinsic activity and/or expression
of transporters and the observed variability in atorvastatin
absorption could therefore be explained by the genetic background [10, 31]. Shitara et al. showed that OATP could play
a significant role in atorvastatin absorption [32]. In addition,
ABCG2 and SLCOB polymorphisms have been shown to
affect atorvastatin Cmax, with no effect on elimination halflife [33–35], supporting an effect of transporter genotypes
on atorvastatin mainly during the absorption phase. However, the lack of genotyping data in our study prevented the

estimation of such an effect. In our model, due to the complexity of the absorption phase, ka was fixed to the value
obtained during the analysis, using atorvastatin rich PK data
to obtain a reasonable value of Tmax. Predicted Tmax values
ranged from 0.5 to 3.7 h, with a median of 1.3 h, in accordance with the manufacturer’s data [36]. Studies also reported
Tmax values varying from 0.5 to 2 h [37–41]. In addition, the
ka value of 2.59 h−1 is in the range of values reported in published population PK models, varying from 0.2 to 3.5 h−1.
The present study also identified large between-subject
variability in atorvastatin clearance and central volume of
distribution. Although non-compartmental analyses showed
an effect of age on atorvastatin disposition [10, 11], the
majority of previously published population PK analyses
did not report any significant influence [13, 14, 16], while
one of the studies found an effect in men only [12]. In our
study, this association did not reach statistical significance,
although visual inspection of the plots evaluating the effect
of age on atorvastatin clearance suggested a slight decrease
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Fig. 3  Prediction- and variability-corrected visual predictive check
of the final model of atorvastatin (left) and o-OH-atorvastatin
(right). Open circles represent prediction- and variability-corrected
observed plasma concentration; black solid and dashed lines represent the median and P
 I90% of the observed data; shaded surfaces represent the model-predicted 90% confidence interval of the simulated

Atorvastatin

median and P
 I90%; horizontal black lines are the LLOQ of atorvastatin (0.54 nmol/L) and o-OH-atorvastatin (0.87 nmol/L). In the lower
panel, shaded areas represent the P
 I90% of the simulated (shaded surface). BQL data and close circles show the fraction of observed BQL
data. LLOQ lower limit of quantification, BQL below the LLOQ,
PI90% 90% prediction interval
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in clearance for PLWH older than 60 years of age. This
absence of age effect could result from the narrow interquartile range of age (58–71 years) in our population.

This model allowed for the evaluation of the impact of
DDIs that are encountered in clinical practice. The dual
inhibition of cytochromes and transporters is expected to
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substantially increase atorvastatin exposure [42]. Inhibition
of the hepatic uptake transporter OATP1B1 is expected to
reduce the entry of atorvastatin in the liver, whereas inhibition of hepatic BCRP and P-gp decreases the hepatobiliary excretion of atorvastatin. A previously published study
demonstrated that inhibition of hepatic transporters of atorvastatin might yield to DDIs with the same magnitude as
enzyme inhibition [38], with potential occurrence of atorvastatin toxicity. Indeed, adverse effects such as rhabdomyolysis appeared to be at least partially related to atorvastatin
plasma concentrations [43, 44], and several cases of rhabdomyolysis have been reported with the simultaneous administration of moderate or strong CYP3A4 inhibitors [45–48].
Studies suggested that myotoxicity may be related to either
atorvastatin lactone or hydroxylated metabolites, or both [6,
39]. However, regardless of the actual incriminated species,
its formation critically depends on the disposition and the
circulating concentrations of the parent statin, which keeps
a determinant interest. No atorvastatin target plasma trough
concentrations have been clearly established to avoid toxicity, but caution is needed when co-prescribing enzyme and
transporter inhibitors with atorvastatin.
The magnitude of DDIs with atorvastatin differs between
boosted regimens. Atorvastatin AUC was shown to be
increased by 822% when coadministered with ritonavirboosted atazanavir, while atorvastatin AUC increased by
200–300% and 700–800% when coadministered with ritonavir-boosted darunavir or ritonavir-boosted tipranavir,
respectively [37]. Differences in the magnitude of DDIs
have been attributed to differences in the ability of PIs to
inhibit OATP1B1 [49]. In our study, the lack of data prevented us from differentiating the effect of different boosted
regimens on atorvastatin and o-OH-atorvastatin exposure.
Model-based simulations revealed a 2.8-fold increase in
AUCator when coadministered with boosted regimens that
were mostly boosted darunavir. This result is in good agreement with the manufacturer’s data reporting a three- to
fourfold increase in atorvastatin AUC when coadministered
with ritonavir-boosted darunavir. In addition, another study
showed that atorvastatin AUC increased by 290% in cases
of coadministration of cobicistat-boosted darunavir [50]. To
our knowledge, no study has reported the effect of boosted
regimens on the active moiety, which is modulated by the
decrease in o-OH-atorvastatin exposure. Our results demonstrated that PLWH receiving concomitantly boosted regimens and atorvastatin at a daily dose of 10 mg obtained an
atorvastatin exposure 29% lower than PLWH receiving atorvastatin alone at a daily dose of 40 mg. This result is slightly
different, with manufacturer’s data reporting a difference of
15% [8]. Conversely, AUCator and AUCactive moiety were 44
and 31% lower, respectively, in PLWH receiving CYP3A4
inducers compared with PLWH receiving ARVs not involved
in DDIs with atorvastatin. This is in perfect agreement with
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studies reporting a moderate magnitude of DDIs between
atorvastatin and NNRTIs [51, 52]. Finally, the inducing
effect of NNRTIs on CYP3A4 partly compensates for the
magnitude of DDIs with boosted ARVs. Of interest, when
coadministered together, the inhibitory effect of boosted regimens was shown to be stronger than the concurrent inducing
effect of NNRTIs, as evidenced by the fact that AUCator and
AUCactive moiety increased by 61 and 21%, respectively.
This study has some limitations. First, the small sample
size prevented us from differentiating the effect of different
boosted regimens. However, atorvastatin PK data in PLWH
are limited in the literature and this work aims to expand the
current knowledge on DDIs in a real-life setting. In addition,
the effect of boosted ARVs on the magnitude of DDIs could
have been slightly attenuated as among the 80 concentrations
obtained in PLWH treated with boosted regimens, 12 (15%)
were also influenced by CYP3A4 inducers.
Despite these limitations, our study is the first to describe
atorvastatin and o-OH-atorvastatin disposition by considering the first-pass and presystemic metabolism. The availability of rich PK data with concentrations collected in the
absorption phase allowed for a satisfactory description of
the entire concentration-time profile of atorvastatin and its
metabolite. In addition, data collected in a real-life setting
evidenced the high between-subject variability, which is
partly explained by DDIs.

5 Conclusions
The present study showed an important between-subject
variability in atorvastatin PK that remained largely unexplained after the inclusion of covariates. Since atorvastatin
exposure doubles in the presence of boosted ARV drugs, the
initial dosage might be reduced by half, and titrated based
on clinical risk factors and targets.
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